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Dropping
Usage
Customer that where using
product on a day-to-day
basis and are now showing
a decline in the usage of
your product

Number of logins
Unique users
Monthly coverage 

Measured by

Predict if the engagement will
drop to crucial levels and
engage with your customer
proactively.

Solutions

Churned AI feature

Engagement
Score

The score tells you the
level of engagement
each customer has

with your brand



Churned AI feature

Next Best
Channel

Dropping
engagement
These are the customers
that were often in contact
with your company and now
stopped responding and
communicating with you.

Opening &
response rates
Number of support
tickets

Measured by

Try to reach out to through
different channels at different
moments than usual.

Solutions
It tells you which channel
and method you should
communicate with you

clients 
 



Churned AI feature

Risk 
Trends

Fast growing
companies
Companies that are growing
at a fast rate, companies
that are being acquired or
users that are switching
roles often.

Unique users per
company 
Engagement per
unique user

Measured by

Provide onboarding training
material to help these
companies build a knowledge
base and prepare for changes. 

Solutions
It tells you the current

risk level and predicts the
future risk trends so that
you know when to take

actions



Churned AI feature

Risk 
Score

Unhappy
customers
Customer that use your
product, but are not getting
the results that they are
hoping or expected to
receive

NPS score
Sentiment analysis

Measured by

Give more attention to clients'
problems, ask questions to
find out the core issues and
resolve if possible.

Solutions
It is a metric that consists
of many different factors

and warns you when a
company is unhappy



Churned AI feature

Next Best
Action

Price-sensitive
customers
Customers that are running
on tight budgets and are
continuously looking for
ways to save money

Free trials
Pricing complaints
Discount
Referral fees questions

Measured by

Offer valuable insights,
showcase the product's ROI
and repeat the reason why
your product was used in the
first place.

Solutions It tells you the
communication method

and the best timing
during the customer

journey



Churned

Take control over your customer
base by leveraging the power of AI
with Churned retention management
software

Data-driven customer success for SaaS, B2C & 
E-commerce

Churn predict & prevent
Upsell and cross-sell
accelerations

CLV predictionNext best action
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